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Introduction

The Tourism Sector faces significant challenges, as well as opportunities
Such as recommendations for activities and
services based on the visitor's preferences

Such as
Personalized
services at
competitive prices

Technologically
unsophisticated systems
(ex. PMS) that are
isolated from one another
and have high
maintenance cost

Data processing to
create personalized
services
Respond to Consumers’
high expectations

Increased competition
and new business
models threats

Outdated systems
increase the cost and
complexity of digital
modernization

Manage increased
distribution channels
and create a uniform
consumer experience

Increased competition requires the reduction of
operating costs and the provision of competitive
prices

Constant pressure for
the reduction of
operating costs and the
provision of competitive
prices

Such as Airbnb, uber κλπ.

Sales via TripAdvisor, Booking or
directly via the hotel's website

Therefore, we need to focus on the next day in order to seize the opportunities
presented, moving from conventional to smart Tourism and unlocking the
trapped value of data

Conventional Tourism

GENERIC
PRODUCTS &
SERVICES
BUSINESS
INTUITION

Digital Tourism

Smart Tourism

TARGETED
PRODUCTS &
SERVICES

PERSONALIZED
PRODUCTS &
SERVICES

REAL-TIME
INSIGHTS
SMART
DECISIONS

DATA
MANAGEMENT

SCATTERED
DATA

MANUAL
PROCESSES
ISOLATED
SYSTEMS

DATA AS
ASSETS

CONNECTED
ECOSYSTEMS

CONNECTED
OPERATIONS
OPEN PLATFORMS

OPEN
OPPORTUNITIES

Building on technologies that are transforming the tourism industry
Artificial Intelligence is the science that
aims to develop systems that perceive,

communicate and
can think rationally,
using complex algorithms
and advanced analytics.

Biometrics is the measurement and
statistical analysis of
unique physical and
behavioral
characteristics of people.

The Internet of Things (IoT) refers to the
network of smart machines and devices
embedded with sensors that interact
with other devices/ systems over the
internet.

Internet of
Things (IoT)
Artificial
Intelligence (AI)

Data Analytics is the science of
analyzing raw data in order to
extract
conclusions for
business use.

Biometrics

INNOVATION
FRAMEWORK

Blockchain is a technology
that enables reliable data
exchange over a
decentralized network.

Data Analytics

Blockchain
Cloud is an
enabling technology that allows data
and applications to be stored and
accessed through the internet.

Augmented
Reality

Augmented Reality refers to the range
of technologies that blur the line
between the real and digital worlds.
These technologies
relate to Virtual Reality (VR),
Mixed Reality (MR) and
Augmented Reality (AR).

5G is an enabling technology that can provide new capabilities within the innovation framework through high-speed
internet and multi-device connectivity.

These technologies can shape future travel, adding touchpoints to the travel
chain
PRIOR TO TRAVEL
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Control

Boarding
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Point of
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Return
Preparation
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from cruise

TRAVEL TO DESTINATION

Arrival at the
hotel

Cruise
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Control
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Departure from
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Biometrics

Feedback

VR

During the study, we captured best practices, assessed the current state and
planned digital initiatives
BEST PRACTICES

CURRENT STATE ASSESSMENT

Mapping of Digital
technologies, applicable to
Greek tourism

RESULT : DIGITAL INITIATIVES
Action Plan for the digital transformation of
Greek tourist enterprises:

Mapping of Digital trends in
global tourism
Mapping of Best practices in
the adoption of digital
technologies
Mapping of Surveys for the “
Digital Maturity” in Greek
tourism

The Greek tourism sector falls behind other
European countries in all criteria of digital progress

“Digital Maturity”
Questionnaire for Greek
tourist enterprises

Greek tourist enterprises have fallen behind in
digitalization, whilst the high level of fragmentation
requires horizontal solutions

Mapping of Best Practices in
shaping a support framework

The support framework for Greek tourist enterprises
requires significant improvement

1. Data Hub
2. Destination Platform (Marketplace)
3. Destination App
4. Smart Attractions
5. Sustainable Destination
6. Digital Identity
7. Digital Assistants
8. Digital Marketing
9. Digital Operations
10. Smart Accommodation
11. Smart Airports
12. Digital Skills Development

Design of a support framework for the digitalization
of Greek tourist enterprises

Best Practices

Pioneering countries create an integrated tourism ecosystem using digital
technologies
Destination Platform

Data Hub

Data Analytics

Destination platform that connects
suppliers with tourists in a single
touchpoint.

Central data hub for tourist products and
services.

Government data platform for the
tourism sector.

• Personalized tourist product offers to
increase the visibility and attractiveness of
the country, increase the number of visitors
to the destination and increase the
contribution of the tourism sector to GDP.
• Seamless customer experience with digital
technologies at destination attractions to
improve sales at the destination and
increase average order value

• Platform used for presenting & analyzing
data as well as providing information on
visitor characteristics, facilitating business
decisions.
• Export >150 API information and content
for your website or business application in
real-time
• Ability to connect with other tourist
enterprises to explore partnerships and
create synergies.

• Data analysis to understand and forecast
demand as well as customer profile in
different tourist regions of Spain, reducing
uncertainty for small tourist enterprises in
the country.
• Generation of notifications, periodic
reports, custom analytics and data
visualization

Leading enterprises have embraced the digitalization journey and are paving
the way for the Greek tourism sector
Artificial Intelligence

Biometrics

AI-enabled Revenue Management System (RMS) assists the hotel
to accurately forecast demand and price available rooms based on
their category to optimize overall revenue.

• Improved financial results within 3
months

Biometric facial recognition technology as part of the check-in
process, luggage handling and screening at boarding gates

• Faster and anticipated border crossing

Blockchain

Central blockchain system of all contracts for easy management
and automation of a great number of available rooms and hotels.

Augmented Reality

Guest service that allows guests to have virtual reality experiences
in their rooms. Virtual travel platform with 360° and 3D viewable
traveler experiences via a virtual reality headset

Data Analytics

Internet of Things

Digital marketing strategy based on data analytics and an
upgraded loyalty program.

Installation of 160 beacons in the park areas and creation of an
iBeacon app to generate real-time notifications for offers and
guidance for activities and facilities.

• Savings in man-hours

• Waiting time reduction

• Data security without the involvement of
multiple intermediary channels
• Payment security through decentralized
control
• Effective promotion of services through
their preview capability
• Improved customer experience
• Increased conversion of potential
customers
• Reduced travel intermediaries' costs

• Increased sales for the shops of the park
• Reduced queues and overcrowding

Digital Initiatives

The transition to the next day requires a comprehensive development plan that
sets the right foundations for the digital transformation of the sector
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5 key pillars for the digital transformation of the tourism sector and 12
initiatives have been identified
#

PILLAR

SUB-INITIATIVES

1.

1

DATA HUB

2.

3

SMART DESTINATION

3.

2

4.

4

SMART ENTERPRISES

5.

5

DIGITAL SKILLS
DEVELOPMENT

2.1. DESTINATION
PLATFORM

2.2. DESTINATION
APP

2.3. SMART
ATTRACTIIONS

TECHNOLOGIES

2.4. SUSTAINABLE
DESTINATION

DIGITAL IDENTITY

Data
Analytics

Cloud

4.1. DIGITAL
ASSISTANTS

4.2. DIGITAL
MARKETING

Artificial
Intelligence

4.3. DIGITAL
4.4. SMART
OPERATIONS ACCOMMODATION

Internet of
Things (IoT)

Biometrics

4.5. SMART
AIRPORTS

Blockchain

Augmented Reality

The first and main pillar is the creation of a central Data Hub for the entire
tourism ecosystem, catering all initiatives of the tourism sector
1

2

3

4

5

TOURISM DATA HUB
INPUT

Tourism Data Hub

Potential Ecosystem Synergies
GOVERNMENT
AGENCIES

TRAVEL
WEBSITES

HOSPITALITY,
DINING

RETAILERS

TELECOMS

TRANSPORTATION

INFRASTRUCTURE

E-PAYMENT
COMPANIES

TOURISM
DESTINATIONS

EVENT
ORGANIZERS

EVENT VENUE
OWNERS

REAL ESTATE
COMPANIES

DIGITAL ENTERPRISES

DATA COMPANIES

Data Source types
Social trends
& interests
Online
Search

Mobile
applications

Location
Spend Data

OUTPUT – POTENTIAL
USE CASES

Data
Gather, analyze and visualize great amounts and different types of data

Visitors' categorization

Insights Platforms
Runtime Engine, Model Manager, Analytics Design Studio

Analysis on guest reviews

Technological Infrastructure
Hardware, software, network and related equipment used to support the creation of
the data hub

Demand Forecast

Data Governance

Personalized Experience
Design

Published protocols, communications, data standards and terms of use for partners

POS Data

Data
Connection

Business Model & Incentive Mechanism
Defined vision and open model of partner involvement

Marketing optimization

Creating a tourist platform improves travel experience by connecting suppliers
with tourists throughout the travel chain and offers a direct distribution
channel to enterprises
1
2 3.1
3
4
5
TOURISM PLATFORM
Suggested Model
Level 3: Distribution

Level 4: Control &
Curation

Distribution

Liaison of demand & supply at each touchpoint
Promote products, updated in real time regarding their
availability and content, through resellers
Website

App

Digital concierge

Kiosks

Online Sales

Operator

API Distribution Services

Platform

Level 2: Marketplace
Products & Services offer
Create product combinations, time limit guest control, flexible
booking conditions, offer of contracts and translation tools

Products

Products Combination

Product Complex

Contracts

Translators

Single Ticket

Suppliers

Level 1: Suppliers
All products related to a specific destination gathered at a
single location
Promotion of the variety of products with the intention to
promote the destination

Museums

Attractions

Parks

Routes

Gardens

Extreme Sports

Festivals

Tours

PLATFORM OPERATIONS
PROJECT MANAGEMENT

PLATFORM
MANAGEMENT

CUSTOMER SERVICE
MANAGEMENT

CONTRACT
MANAGEMENT

CONTNENT MANAGEMENT
& COPYRIGHT

CONTINUOUS
TRAINING

MARKETING SERVICES

ANALYTICS & INSIGHTS
MANAGEMENT

COHERENCE &
HARMONIZATION
SERVICES FULL
COVERAGE

Curation, review and control
of products
It is important that the
products offered are "safe“, In
order to gain the trust of
travelers'; with an excellent
control & review system, each
product will be continuously
curated

Therefore, we can provide personalization according to visitors’ preferences &
profile
1

2
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Recommendation of the most relevant holiday package according to visitors’ preferences

Island Experience:

Gold Circle:

Specialty adventures:

Patmos:

Exclusive program for luxury
vacations

Popular attractions for 1st
time visitors

Packages customized by
theme

Customized program for
religious tourism

Add-on for business travelers

11-14 days

7-11 days

7-9 days

4-5 days

3 days

Departure by ferry from Piraeus
and arrival in Heraklion. Visit to
Elounda, excursion to
Spinalonga, Knossos, the
Museum of Rural History & Folk
Art etc. Arrival in Rethymno and
visit to the Holy Monastery of
Arkadi. Departure for Chania,
excursion to Samaria Gorge and
Elafonissi

Arrival in Athens, visit to the
Acropolis Museum and the
Parthenon, the National Garden,
Monastiraki, Lycabettus Hill etc.
Flight to Thessaloniki, visit the old
Upper Town, the White Tower,
the Arch of Galerius, etc.

Historical heritage: Arrival in
Kalamata, visit to the castle of
Mystras, to the castle of Methoni,
Ancient Olympia, Nemea,
Mycenae, Epidaurus, etc.

Arrival in Patmos and check-in at
the hotel. Guided tour of the
monasteries and religious sites of
Patmos.

Activities package for a weekend
in Ioannina, including a business
class flight, accommodation in
luxury accommodation, free
entrance to museums and a
private guide for the duration of
the stay

Source: Discover Greece

Add-on for Bleisure:

Except for the destination platform, a smart destination leverages digital
technologies to create a destination app, smart attractions and sustainable
destinations
1
2
3
4

2.2

2.3

2.4

Destination App

A mobile application that combines all information about the destination in one place, offering the
possibility of booking a single ticket for museums, attractions and public transport through QR codes that
preview places of interest through VR (Virtual Reality) technology, direct communication through
digital assistants and audience management through video analytics

Smart Tourist Destination

Smart tourist destinations enhance the travelers' experience during their visit by offering previews and
reconstruction of the attractions in their original form through VR and AR (Augmented Reality)
technologies respectively

Sustainable destination

Creation of sustainable destinations by installing IoT sensors and using artificial intelligence to
optimize energy, waste, water and transport management, as well as creation of a platform to monitor
resource management and environmental pollution.

5

Traveler's Digital Identity can contribute to restore tourism activity in the
pandemic era and improve future travel experience
1

2

3

4
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CONTACTLESS & PERSOLIZED TRAVEL EXPERIENCE
RESERVATION
Preferences can be
communicated to
streamline the
reservation process

VISA
Autofill of the visa
application with
reliable information.
No risk of typing
errors

BOARDING GATE
Biometric boarding
is activated, no
boarding pass
needed

2. Reservation
Pre-trip
planning

0.
Registration

9.
Duty – free /
lounge
access

3.
Visa
application
& Control
4.
Check-in

10.
Boarding
Gate

6.
Airport
Arrival

7.
Luggage
check-in

LUGGAGE
Luggage is linked
to an identity card
during the check in

ACCESS
The hotel room makes use of
the cell phone without the
need for a key or
communication with the hotel
staff

16.
Room access

11.
Flight

8.
Security
control
5.
Transportation

BORDERS
Passport and
visa are shared
in advance,
biometric entry
is activated

DUTY FREE
Receive
receipts as
attestations

Digital ID: a digital wallet on mobile devices that contains all the information needed to complete an international trip.

15.
Hotel
check- in
12.
Border
entrance

13.
Luggage
reclaim & customs

14.
Transfer to
hotel

CHECK-IN
Room customized to
the traveler's
preferences

Smart enterprises utilize digitalization to optimize operations and upgrade
their services
1

2

3

Digital Assistants

The development and operation of digital assistants by tourist enterprises aims for direct,
fast and reliable communication and service to visitors at every touch point of their travel
experience.

Digital Marketing

The development of digital marketing tools by tourist enterprises , such as creating and
managing personalized content, using paid search ads and search engine optimization (SEO)
to increase service visibility and marketing through all consumer contact channels, aims to
promote their products and services

Digital Operations

The development and installation of cloud-based systems in tourist units, such as
Property Management Software (PMS) and Revenue Management System (RMS), for optimal
management and automation of operations.

4.4

Smart Accommodation

IoT technology is applied to personalize the room, improve the utilization of the property's
assets and send automated notifications with personalized suggestions and offers to
customers.

4.5

Smart Airports

IoT technology is applied to asset efficiency, send automated notifications with personalized
suggestions and offers to customers and use of video analytics for audience management

4.1

4.2

4.3

4

5

The coordination & management of training people employed in the tourism
sector can be achieved via the creation of a digital skills training center
1

2

3

4

5

Harnessing the innovative
potential of a wide range of
partners, including universities,
to transfer knowledge

Providing all the tools and
processes required to meet
digital knowledge needs

Continuous monitoring and
integration of international
digital tourism trends

DIGITAL
SKILLS
TRAINING
CENTER

Conducting studies and surveys
for the continuous upskilling of
people employed in the tourism
sector

PUBLIC SECTOR

PRIVATE SECTOR

Learning and mentoring from experienced
technology scientists, through personalized
programs customized to the needs of each
executive

The transition to the next day requires a comprehensive development plan that
sets the right foundations for the digital transformation of the sector
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The adoption of digital technologies by enterprises will be accelerated by the
creation of an effective support framework

DIGITAL
INFRASTRUCT
URE

REGULATORY
& LEGAL
FRAMEWORK

Introduction of digital
visitor registration via a
web-based information
system

Simplification and
digitization of the licensing
and zoning processes

Creation of an operations
digitalization system for the
Regional Tourist Services

Reorganization of the
current regulatory/legal
framework related to
taxation issues

FUNDING

Funding Programs for the
digital upgrade of tourist
enterprises

TECHNICAL
SUPPORT
Creation of digital
incubators & accelerators
for technical support in the
digitalization of tourist
enterprises

SECURITY

Research project to develop
digital solutions for
cybersecurity

Government program for
enterprises to assist them in
assessing their
vulnerability to cyber threats

The transition to the next day requires a comprehensive development plan that
sets the right foundations for the digital transformation of the sector
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As well as via the creation of synergies between the private and public sectors
STRATEGIC PLAN

TOURISM PROMOTION
GREEK TOURISM FORUM

Creation of a Strategy Definition Forum for the tourism sector
involving participants from the Ministry of Tourism, SETE/INSETE,
GNTO and business leaders from across the tourism sector

Definition of Vision
Cooperation between the private and public sectors to define a common vision
for the tourism sector – define the objectives, the steps that need to be taken to
achieve them, the stakeholders as well as the timetable for implementation

Definition of Support Framework
Cooperation between the private and public sectors to define measures that will
support enterprises in achieving the objectives as set out in the vision for Greek
tourism

Definition of synergies for implementation of digital initiatives
Formation of synergies through the identification of digital initiatives with
common objectives and benefits for the public sector and private enterprises,
such as the creation of a Data Hub or a Tourism Platform

Creation of a Forum for the coordination of promotional activities
for the tourism sector involving participants from the Ministry of
Tourism, GNTO and Marketing Greece

Promotional Activities Focus
Cooperation between the private and public sector to focus promotional activities
on countries with high or increasing visitation to Greece, as well as select tourist
products/concepts to be promoted

Pool funding
Funding Contribution from the public sector as well as private enterprises for
promotional activities with common objectives and benefits for all participants
(e.g. funding a campaign for a specific destination)
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